US Dollars

“STANDARD” Version
The “STANDARD” version is a complete boat as per specification. This is the most basic
version and intended for sailors with sufficient upper body mobility to be seated in fixed
chairs and able to reach all control lines and tillers on either port or starboard.

“JOMTIEN” Version
The “JOMTIEN” version is a complete boat as per specification (“STANDARD”) with the
addition of an Asymmetric Spinnaker in Norlon .75 oz and the deck gear fitted to set the
asymmetric spinnaker (including bowsprit). This version is intended for sailors with
sufficient upper body mobility who are experienced sailors and like the challenge and
excitement to sail with larger sails downwind and like to participate in racing at club level
events.

“JOMTIEN GP” Version
The “JOMTIEN GP” version is identical in layout out and equipment to the “JOMTIEN”
specification with a full set of upgraded racing sails. Mainsail: Mylar X Cut above bottom
batten, clear below. Jib: Polycote Race Dacron with large vision window. Asymmetric
Spinnaker: Dynakote .75 oz coated for bow launches. This version is intended for sailors
with sufficient upper body mobility who are experienced sailors and like participating in
regular racing.

“SAUSALITO” Version
The “SAUSALITO” version is a complete boat as per specification (“STANDARD”) with the
addition of the electric operated tilting seat mechanism. This includes the change from the
line steering system and two side tillers to a central positioned handle bar with cable
steering arrangement which sits on the tilting base. The seats move simultaneously by an
electric 24 volt actuator using 2x12volt 22 Ah batteries. The actuator is operated via a
rocker switch on the handle bar. This version is intended for sailors with limited upper body
mobility who cannot compensate for the heeling of the yacht themselves .

“iKAPA” Version
The “iKAPA” version is a complete boat as per the specification for the “SAUSALITO”
model with the addition of an Asymmetric Spinnaker in Norlon .75 oz and the deck gear
fitted to set the asymmetric spinnaker (including bowsprit).
This version is intended for sailors with limited upper body mobility who are experienced
sailors who like the challenge and excitement to sail with larger sails downwind and like to
participate in racing at club level events. The vision for this model is that the helmsman can
have a higher level of disability but still be able to steer the yacht and control the mainsail,
while the crew has the upper body and arm mobility in order to control the jib and the
asymmetric spinnaker.

“iKAPA GP” Version
The “iKAPA GP” version is identical in layout out and equipment to the “iKAPA”
specification with a full set of upgraded racing sails. Mainsail: Mylar X Cut above bottom
batten, clear below. Jib: Polycote Race Dacron with large vision window.
Asymmetric Spinnaker: Dynakote .75 oz coated for bow launches. This version is intended
for all sailors with various levels of disabilities and is going to be controlled under strict one
design rules to allow for all levels of competition right up to what would be required to sail
at national, international or Paralympic events.

Qty

$ 3,000.- 0
$ 3,600.- 0

$ 4,100.- 0

$ 6,600.- 0

$ 7,200.- 0

$ 7,800.- 0

The level of customization allowed would be limited to what is required by specific individuals for body support and operation of the boat as
designed. No customization will be allowed for the sole purpose of enhancing the boats performance. All customization done will need review
and approval by the SV14.org if it is to be fitted on a production SV14 which is to be used when used regattas sailed under World Sailing rules.

Total Price ex-factory:

0 US $

The price is ex-factory, eventual import duties and VAT. For economic and environmental reasons we promote
combined shipping, if possible we will try to put you in contact with other buyers near you. A 20ft container fits 4 boats
while a 40ft container fits 8 boats. After you sent us the order form we will contact you for further logistic information.
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